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A Candle in My Window
Peter Griffin

On 26 December 2004, South-east Asia was hit by a double tragedy: a huge
earthquake off the Indonesian coast, followed by a tsunami that wreaked havoc on the
coastlines of countries around the Indian Ocean. The death and destruction that those
waters brought defied description. The world was shocked. And then came the second
wave: a huge outpouring of concern, sympathy, desire to help, and a need for information.
With a disparate bunch of people from all over the world, most of whom I never knew
before that day, most of whom I will probably never meet but who I now count as friends, I
was part of an online initiative that started out as TsunamiHelp, and became the South-East
Asia Earthquake and Tsunami Blog, known also as the SEA-EAT blog.1 It took up large
chunks of my waking hours until the end of January, and in many ways, big and small,
changed my life.
This isn’t a definitive account. It’s a very personal view; half a narration of the events as
I remember them, half an attempt to understand it better myself.
I had been blogging since late 2003, and in mid 2004, I began to develop a fascination
with collaborative blogs. Caferati, a collablog2 I set up for an online writers’ forum I comoderate, had done reasonably well for itself. I was also one of Rohit Gupta’s early invitees
to the (now defunct) media watch blog, DesiMediaBitch (DMB). In mid-December, I had been
helping Rohit and the other members invite guest bloggers from among India’s neighbours
to take part in this great idea that he came up with, to take DMB beyond the desi
(local/indigenous): a week, starting 26 December, of exclusive bitching from across our
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borders, after which our guest bloggers would become permanent members. DMB
morphed into ‘Dogs Without Borders’, which became ‘Chien(ne)s Sans Frontières’ or just
CSF, a tongue-in-cheek homage to Médicins Sans Frontières.
And then the tsunami hit.
As the news began coming in, I shuttled between TV in the living room and the computer
on my desk; the extent of the disaster started to dawn on me. Part of me desperately
wanted to do something, anything, to help. I considered heading south, but for a variety of
reasons, partly financial, but mostly selfish and personal, that wasn’t an option. At some
point I realised that vast quantities of help would be needed, and that there really wasn’t
anything like a single repository for aid information that I knew of. Perhaps the best thing I
could do would be to collate that information, put it all together in one place. It didn’t occur
to me to try this on my own. I didn’t have the kind of reach or readership to have any useful
impact, for one. And it was just too big a task for one person, anyway.
First Steps
Rohit Gupta (who, by the way, I had not met in person at that time) and I exchanged a flurry
of SMSes and phone calls. He promptly agreed to join in. I quickly set up a blog on
blogger.com, a popular free web publishing service. I chose Blogger without really thinking
about it too much. It was the only blog provider I knew of that permitted multiple
contributors; and it was, thanks to Caferati and DMB, an interface I was comfortable with.
Besides, it was pretty simple to use, and since it was popular, chances were that most of
the people we contacted would know how to use it. I put up a placeholder post stating our
broad intentions – later deleted – and we began hunting up information, while
simultaneously carpet-bombing our address books to invite bloggers we knew to join in.
Dina Mehta, an influential blogger (and another person I only knew online), was one of the
first to jump into the effort.
Dina and Rohit both wrote for World Changing (WC),3 a highly-regarded group blog. They
both wrote about TsunamiHelp, as we called it then, on WC. One of WC’s leading members
in turn tipped off Boing Boing,4 who linked to us. Around the same time, I had mailed Prem
Panicker, Managing Editor at Rediff in the US (yet another online-only friend). Almost
immediately, all Rediff’s coverage5 began to feature a link to our blog. Out of habit, I had
plugged a Sitemeter6 counter in to the blog. Suddenly, I noticed that the viewership had
started multiplying: from the few hundred initial visitors that probably resulted from our
mass mailings, to thousands every hour. Somewhere around then, we realised we were in
the middle of something far bigger then we had imagined.
The next day, the New York Times and the Guardian in the UK had written about us, and
put our URL in their articles. Shortly after, the BBC linked to us as well, listing us as a
reliable resource. These and many other news organisations across the world cited us as
an authoritative source for information.7 The search giant Google put a tsunami aid link on
their home page (unprecedented for them), and linked to us from their dedicated Tsunami
page.8 Later, through the efforts of one of our members who had friends working in Google
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(the owner of Blogger) we were guaranteed unlimited bandwidth, ensuring that the site wouldn’t
go down. And of course, bloggers and webmasters linked to us by the thousands too.
Traffic, as a result, was overwhelming: over a million visitors in the first eight days.
Sitemeter, the provider of the free tracker I had installed, had to shut down our counter
several times because the load was hampering their service to their paid clients. Our
mailboxes were bombarded with offers to help – not just from people wanting to blog with
us, but people asking how they could help directly.
There was much discussion in the group about what exactly we were trying to do, at
times (as can happen even in the best-intentioned groups) at the cost of constructive action.
To some of us it was clear that news organisations had the resources to provide much
better hard news coverage than we could hope to. Wikinews, in its first real test as a news
source, was doing a sterling job of newsgathering via collaboration9 too. What was missing
was a single place to find information about the NGOs and aid organisations working on the
ground. The press was already referring to us as the leading clearinghouse for information
on the victims of the disaster.
All this helped us hastily, but formally, define our task: collate news and information
about resources, aid, donations and volunteer efforts. We set some ground rules: no
politics, no opinions, steer away from controversy, just find out about and link to aid efforts.
Around then, because some of us felt that Tsunami Help as a name didn’t encompass
the earthquake which was the cause of the tsunami, we also formally changed the name of
the blog to the South-East Asia Earthquake and Tsunami blog.
Adapt, Improvise, Innovate…
The group self-organised very smoothly, with very little centralised control. Email addresses and
phone numbers were exchanged via group mails and instant messengers. The Google Groups10
mailing list I had attempted to start as a coordination mechanism was in limbo – I had invited
too many people in a short period, so it went into automatic review for spam. Someone else
started a Yahoo!Groups list,11 which became the main channel for communication.
Thanks to the furious pace at which this very enthusiastic group was working, the blog
had already become huge. Searching within all those posts was tedious for us, its creators;
it would be much more difficult for a first-time visitor anxiously looking for something specific.
Part of this was due to the limitations of the template we were using. We realised that while
Blogger made collaboration by multiple contributors easy, it had serious limitations as well:
no native way to classify or tag individual posts till date; and, at that time, no comment
moderation or ways to avoid comment spam.12 We worked around this by splitting the blog
into sub-blogs with different focus areas. Teams took charge of each one, and began copying
content from the main blog into Tsunami Enquiries/Helplines/Emergency Services, Tsunami
Missing Persons, Tsunami News Updates, Tsunami Help Needed and Tsunami Help Offered.
Meawhile, a design pro in the team took charge, corrected my initial ham-handed efforts to
tweak the design, and created a template that wasn’t just much easier on the eye, but also
organised the information far more efficiently.13
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Someone suggested that a wiki would be an even better idea, and perhaps what we should
have done in the first place. But since so many organisations and individuals were already
directing traffic to the blog URL, moving home would mean unnecessary extra clicks for
visitors. Besides, not everyone in this blogger-heavy group was wiki-savvy. So, instead of
replacing the blog with a wiki, we decided to make it a parallel effort. Initially, we created a wiki
as part of Wikinews, but ran into disagreements with the administrators there.14 To cut out the
squabbles, Dina paid to register a domain name, tsunamihelp.info, Rudi Cilibrasi donated server
space, and a team of wiki-adepts began work, copying, categorising and pasting content from
the blog. Another team worked on creating a database of volunteers and volunteer efforts,
based on all the requests and offers of help, a project which evolved into AsiaQuake.
Rather than everyone trying to do everything at the same time, the teams evolved sets
of duties. ‘Janitors’ checked posts and cleaned up typos, made sure links worked, that the
correct info was going into the correct places, that unvetted or controversial things weren’t
going online. ‘Monitors’ checked the various dedicated e-mail addresses we had set up and
information that readers were leaving in the comments to our posts. ‘Linkers’ made sure
the data in the sidebar stayed current, after some erroneous and outdated coverage was
discovered. Aside from e-mail, we also used Yahoo! Messenger for instant communication,
both one-on-one and using its conference facility15 to hold meetings. When inaccurate
information about the effort began appearing in the media, a few of us who had experience
in the field worked out a system for answering questions from the press. Those of us with
the necessary contacts networked with NGOs to get information from the ground. Blogger’s
native search wasn’t delivering well enough, so Pim Techamuanvivit paid for a professional
search tool that we plugged in. Someone came up with the idea of using Flickr16 and its
tags to help the Missing Persons effort, and quickly set up a Flickr pool. A working-group
page with presence indicators that keep track of things like who was doing what, and what
needed to be done, was set up on space given to us by SocialText.17 A translations group
took charge of creating versions in other languages. Work on a database began alongside.
Pulling Together (and, Sometimes, Apart)
To this day, I haven’t been able to figure out precisely how many people chipped in to help.
Sure, you could tot up the numbers: the contributors listed on the blog’s side panel; the IDs
and IP numbers on the wiki; the subscribers to the newsgroup. You’d wind up with a number
over 200... but that’s just part of the story. They came from everywhere, Asia, Europe,
North America, South America, Australia (I don’t recall too much African traffic, strangely
enough) connected only by the web. They included veteran bloggers, geeks, poets,
lawyers, executives, academics, teenage students, foodies, lit-lovers, database wonks, wiki
fans, cooks, stay-at-home moms, designers, artists. They mailed in information, they
blogged, they linked, they commented, they wikied, they copied, pasted and sorted data,
they put their lives on hold and put out their hands to do what they could. Miraculously, each
time we needed something done, someone stepped up with the knowledge and expertise,
and just did it. Solutions were improvised – like the sub-blogs and the Flickr page – and
somehow, it all worked.
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Over multiple chat windows we kept each other motivated, encouraging – nay, ordering
– one another to get some sleep, some food, some relaxation, while ignoring similar
exhortations directed at ourselves.
But it wasn’t all good vibrations. With the frenetic levels of activity and stress, there was
bound to be some friction.
There were frayed tempers, misunderstandings, and a couple of blow-ups. A potentially
interesting offshoot, ARC (Alert Retrieval Cache),18 which posted SMS text messages to a web
page, unfortunately sustained collateral damage in one of the two major interpersonal
conflagrations that hit the group. The other flare-up happened because the group was being
harried by one person’s needless barrage of e-mail. Instant decisions had to be taken, and
were, with some unpleasantness that still hasn’t quite gone away. In a more amicable parting
of ways, a few bloggers separated to run a blog that followed the same model but also
included political comment and opinion.19 Overall, it was difficult to know where to draw the
line between gently reining in over-enthusiasm and curbing efforts by some members to
promote their own agendas. I’ll wager we erred on the wrong side of that line as often as not.
And resentments, yes. In the midst of a related initiative, long after January, Dina and I
discovered that some people thought we were hogging media attention to further our own
consultancies. For the record, Dina is a researcher and ethnographer, I’m essentially a
writer for hire. Neither of us consult on blogs, and most of the people we consult for still
haven’t a clue what a blog is. What’s important, however, is that these resentments didn’t
surface at that point. Work continued uninterrupted,, quality kept getting better. What kept
us going was the knowledge that in some small way, we were helping. Many of us were
spending all our waking hours online, and getting very little sleep when we did take a break.
The baton was passed from hand to hand across countries, continents and time zones.
No single person was indispensable – willing hands took up the slack whenever
someone had to leave. I remember blogging until my taxi arrived at the door, packing my
laptop, bandaging a bleeding thumb en route (I had sliced it on a razor while I was cramming
things into a haversack) and getting to my Delhi train just in time. By the time I next logged
on 18 hours later, in the home of my friends Devangshu and Nilanjana, so many
developments had taken place that I never really caught up or caught on. One just assumed
that things had been taken care of. In the inbox of the e-mail address I used for the group,
some 300 unread messages from the mailing list still stare accusingly at me. And that’s
after clearing out roughly 400 in several instalments.
Food? Ignored. Sleep was a dispensable luxury. People turned party invitations down
without a qualm (it didn’t seem right for me, I know, to celebrate the New Year; I’m sure
others felt the same). People apologised profusely for the time to took to move from a work
PC to a home PC. Work itself was neglected: for those of us who worked on our own, as
freelancers and entrepreneurs, it meant non-working (i.e., unpaid) time. For the ones holding
down jobs, it meant juggling everyday tasks with the SEA-EAT effort. I remember
InstantMessaging our designer about the blog not showing up properly on one browser. “Give
me a minute”, she said, “I just have to tell someone to go away”. An hour of painstaking
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tweaking (on her part) and wailing (on mine) later, we had sorted it out. “Who was that you
shooed away?” I asked her. “My boss”, she typed back,, adding a smiley. Another member
excused himself briefly as midnight came around on 31 December. He was back in a very
short while. He’d just popped up to raise a toast to the New Year with the folks in his
apartment, and was back at his computer in minutes. One member quietly and calmly took
over the tech coordination when others burned out. Another spent huge amounts of time
online though she had to make crucial preparations for on upcoming wedding – her own!
Another didn’t sleep for several days, fuelled only by rice, coffee and adrenaline.
I can’t speak for the offline support other people got. I know I got plenty. DD and
Nilanjana kept thrusting plates of food and mugs of coffee into my hand, letting me hog
their broadband connection while they shared the other PC and the dial-up. Quiet calming
encouragement from them and from Annie. Their toleration of my whining and angst when
things were getting tense. Nilanjana telling me about explaining the blog to her grandmother
in Calcutta: the lady looked at the screen in silence for a few minutes, then got on the phone
to all her friends, telling them, “We can’t let these youngsters do everything!” Those elderly
ladies then organised collection drives, doing the grande dame thing with hapless club
managers and the like to get donations. Nilanjana and DD again, calling up their friends in
the Indian media – with a few honourable exceptions, most had no clue that this thing was
going on in their backyard, so to speak – to clue them in, then helping me condense this
new, rather exotic concept into media-friendly morsels. Friends sent supportive SMSes,
mailed in links. These things stayed with me.
The Chien(ne)s Sans Frontières Effort
Side by side, another enormous effort was taking place. Some of the bloggers of CSF, the
blogs-across-borders week forgotten, were blogging, mailing and SMSing from the frontline.
Dilip D’Souza was mailing in practical advice from Tamil Nadu: don’t send clothes, they’re
lying in piles on the roadsides. Four young men in Sri Lanka, three in their teens, one barely
out of them, were witnessing what no human being should have to – devastation, morgues,
identifying corpses, burials in graves they helped dig… They spoke passionately of aid not
getting to where it was needed, of corruption and inefficiency. One of them, Morquendi (an
online handle, since I haven’t been able to get his permission to use his real name) and I
chatted online for hours one night, the matter-of-fact text of his IMs detailing the political
games that were being played, the risks he and his young friends were taking, the things
they were seeing. He was worried about them. They’re so young, he said. How old are you,
Morq, I typed. 23, he wrote back. I brushed away tears several times that night, not for the
first time in those weeks.
Hindsight
Did we do any good? Did we meet our own expectations?
Frankly, we didn’t have a formal agenda when we started. We just did the best we could,
as we saw it then. Some people donate money. Others send clothing, food, medicines.
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Some go to the affected areas and volunteer. We had web expertise, we knew how to look
for information, how to make it user-friendly, we had networks. That’s what we could give,
and we did. My friend Nilanjana Roy put it into words for me. She said “It was your way of
putting a candle in your window to show that you cared”.
Did we change the world? Did we make a significant difference? In small ways, I do
believe we did. Looking back, we know we were able to help. From the emails, the traffic
counter, from the links to us from global news organisations and blogs, we infer that we
were able to provide valuable information at a time when it counted. Together, we created
a little bit of Net history, created a model for online collaboration that did the job. A model
that we, or others, can refine (and have done so) and make more effective.
Going On from There…
Some of the TsunamiHelp team continued to stay in touch, to build friendships on the
strength of that month of working together. We debated the creation of a formal
organisation, of documenting processes, but for most of us, we’d neglected the rest of our
lives for too long, and the process of catching up meant that these thoughts fizzled out.
I had begun to think that SEA-EAT was a one-off, but I was relieved to see that when there
were a couple of subsequent earthquake scares in the region, many of the team, alerted by
the newsgroup, immediately got back in touch and began updating the blog and wiki.
Then, on 26 July 2005, north Bombay was hit by 944 mm of rain in one day; what the
weather people called a “cloudburst”. Much of the suburbs stayed flooded for days. People
were stranded in offices or on the roads. Residents of ground-floor flats found themselves
with almost all their possessions unsalvageable. Many lived through days of waterlogging,
no electricity, no phones, but plenty of anxiety. In the aftermath, a group of city bloggers,
with a bunch of friends from other parts of the world, began to put together two blogs.
Mumbai Help focused on creating a resource that would be useful not just in the immediate
situation but for future reference as well. Cloudburst Mumbai was more specific,
concentrating on information about the flooding, news reports, aid efforts and the like. Both
blogs got respectable readership, though nothing close to the SEA-EAT figures. Out of
these efforts, some of us, plus a few other like-minded folk, started up an initiative called
ThinkMumbai, to look at some of the city’s deep-rooted problems, and to provide some aids
for future difficult times. That effort went into a long hiatus, but a few of us are in the
process of reviving it this year.
In late August, Hurricane Katrina smashed its way through New Orleans. Several days
before that, as it became clear that Katrina was very likely to hit the coast, some members
of the SEA-EAT team had swung into action. There was a blog, but it was incidental. Based
on the SEA-EAT experience, the team made the wiki the focus of their efforts. And that wiki
logged a million visitors in two days. Of course that’s largely due to the fact that internet
penetration in the US is of a completely different order of magnitude, and this disaster was
happening in their own backyard. The team used the database methods earlier put to use
to match volunteers and NGOs to assist in projects, such as a People Finder and a Shelter
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Finder. They also came up with fresh ideas, such as creating and using a local Skype20
number as a call centre, manned by shifts of volunteers in three continents.
In October, an earthquake near the India-Pakistan border in Kashmir resulted in major
losses of life and property. Again, many members of the SEA-EAT and CSF teams, plus
others from the MumbaiHelp effort, got together to try and help out. With the remoteness
of the area, and the consequent paucity of information, the team went back to a blog as
the centre of the effort. An attempt to create a system where SMSes could be sent direct
to a blog didn’t work out.
In December 2005, Bala Pitchandi and Angelo Embuldeniya came up with the idea of a
memorial week that would try and bring the world’s attention back to the victims and
survivors of the year’s disasters, a campaign that got a lot of support across the web.
Around the same time, the group decided that starting a new blog or wiki each time
something bad wasn’t the best way to approach this. That meant establishing credibility and
search engine rankings each time. We decided to bring it all under one umbrella, and we
now call ourselves the World Wide Help (WWH) group. The methods we follow are to post
alerts and warnings to the WWH blog (and by now, with our links to NGOs, world bodies and
relief agencies, we’re able to keep tabs on potential crises pretty efficiently); and if a
situation looks like becoming a major disaster, we then look at creating a focused resource.
We used the WWH blog during the floods in Suriname in May 2006, with a combination
of news reports, translation efforts, on-the-ground reporting, and information from relief
organisations.
This July, around the time I was revising my draft of this essay,, seven bombs planted
by terrorists went off in Mumbai local trains during the evening rush hour, killing 181
commuters and injuring another 890. The city was in chaos; suburban trains on the Western
Railway line were obviously not running. But road traffic was jammed too, at a standstill.
Phone lines were jammed – as rumours and panic spread, everybody seemed to be trying
to call everyone else at the same time. Networks couldn’t take that load, naturally, so huge
numbers of people got no information whatsoever, which only fuelled the confusion. Family
and friends in other parts of the world frantically trying to make sure their loved ones were
safe only added to it. Some of us turned to the web for answers, and MumbaiHelp came
back to life, with a flurry of e-mails, first-person reports on road conditions, hospital
numbers, and more.
And, just in case I had begun to think I was becoming a bit of a guru on this online relief
thing, my collaborators taught me something new. One post, titled “How can we help you?”
got a few hundred comments that night. It became a de facto forum, with people leaving
names and phone numbers of their relatives, and others popping up to make calls, send
SMSes and confirm that yes, your brother, your friend, your aunt, was indeed safe.
And So We’rre the Best Thing That Happened to the Web, Right?
I’ve heard talk about how SEA-EAT and subsequent efforts have outdone big media. I don’t
believe a word of that. It is a fact that we did get a lot of attention, and that, ironically, was
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thanks to media coverage of some of the things we did. Did we supplant big media, do their
jobs? Heavens, no. Our biggest successes in terms of traffic were SEA-EAT, which got a million
viewers in about eight days, and the Katrina wiki, which got that much in a day. For the big
media sites, those figures are peanuts. None of them is trembling in fear of bloggers yet, I’ll
wager. Citizen journalism, even the segment that WWH specialises in, online relief aid, only
supplements the efforts of the media, of formal relief agencies, of government bodies.
But here’s the thing. There was a week on the cusp of 2004-2005 when 1 million people
didn’t find what they wanted anywhere else. When Katrina hit, a million others couldn’t find
the information they needed elsewhere that day. When the bombs went off in the Mumbai
local trains, 40-50,000 people didn’t find what they were looking for in the media. We were
able to reach out a hand to them, in our small way. We lit our candle, and showed we cared.
Author’ss Note
I earn my living as a writer and communicator, and I can get pretty evangelistic about blogs, but for the longest
time, I was unable to write about SEA-EAT. I talked about it a lot to friends, answered e-mails from researchers
and students, was even interviewed about it several times. But I was never able to write about it. I really don’t
know why. Until a friend/fellow blogger and journalist/contributor to SEA-EAT, Jai Arjun Singh, who was writing
an article for a national newsmagazine, mailed me a few queries as part of his research. As I sat down to reply
to him, suddenly the words broke free. I spent the next few hours hammering away at the keyboard, referring
back frequently to archived e-mails I had written to journalists who’d asked questions.
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NOTES
1.

SEA-EAT: http://tsunamihelp.blogspot.com (blog) and http://www.tsunamihelp.info (wiki).

2.

A portmanteau neologism I coined for ‘collaborative weblog’.

3.

See http://www.worldchanging.com/

4.

See http://www.boingboing.net/. Started in 1988 as “the world’s greatest neurozine” and focused on
cyberpunk subculture, developed into a website in 1995, then to an award-winning weblog in 2000.

5.

For Rediff’s dedicated tsunami section, see http://www.rediff.com/news/tsunami.htm

6.

See http://www.sitemeter.com. Sitemeter is a counter that many bloggers and webmasters use to track
traffic.

7.

For press descriptions of the TsunamiHelp effort, see
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http://www.tsunamihelp.info/wiki/index.php/In_the_media
8.

Google’s Tsunami relief page: http://www.google.com/tsunami_relief.html

9.

Wikinews page on the earthquake and tsunami:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2004_Indian_Ocean_earthquake

10. http://groups.google.com/group/TsunamiHelp
11. http://groups.yahoo.com/group/seaeatvolunteers/
12. Comment spam includes machine-generated spam crammed with links to commercial sites. Many popular
blogs are plagued by this.
13. For the depth and detail of just one aspect of Megha Murthy’s redesign of SEA-EAT, see
http://www.meghalomania.com/expand-collapse-script-for-blogger-blogs/
14. For details, see http://balaspot.blogspot.com/2005/12/how-my-life-changed.html
15. Yahoo!Messenger lets multiple users text-chat simultaneously. We used this like a conference room,
staying logged in, but also chatting one-on-one in private windows. http://messenger.yahoo.com/
16. Flickr is a photo-hosting site (then comparatively new) that permitted tagging of pictures, group pools and
a degree of social networking. http://www.flickr.com/
17. For the workgroup page, see http://www.socialtext.net/tsunamihelp/index.cgi?who_s_doing_what
18. ARC’s current status can be checked at http://www.socialtext.net/tsunamihelp/index.cgi?arc
19. Progressive Tsunami Help: http://progressivetsunamihelp.blogspot.com/
20. Skype is a Voice Over Internet Protocol provider. The service lets you make calls not just from Skype user
to Skype user, but also to and from landlines. http://www.skype.com

WorldWideHelp Group Links:
SEA-EAT / TsunamiHelp main blog: http://tsunamihelp.blogspot.com
Sub-blogs:
http://tsunamienquiry.blogspot.com/
http://tsunamimissing.blogspot.com/
http://tsunamiupdates.blogspot.com/
http://tsunamihelpwanted.blogspot.com/
http://tsunamihelpoffered.blogspot.com/
http://www.tsunamihelp.info (wiki)
Cloudburst Mumbai: http://cloudburstmumbai.blogspot.com
Mumbai Help: http://mumbaihelp.blogspot.com (blog); http://mumbaihelp.jot.com (wiki)
Katrina Help: http://katrinahelp.blogspot.com; http://katrinahelp.info
Rita Help: http://ritahelp.blogspot.com; http://ritahelp.info
Quake Help: http://quakehelp.blogspot.com (blog); http://smsquake.blogspot.com/ (SMS-to-blog failed
experiment); http://quakehelp.asiaquake.org/ (wiki)
Avian Flu Help (H5N1): http://avianfluhelp.blogspot.com/
WorldWideHelp: http://worldwidehelp.blogspot.com; http://www.worldwidehelp.info/

Further Reading
“Tsunami Crisis: An Analytical World View”. See Intelliseek’s Blogpulse: http://tsunami.blogpulse.com/
“Open Source Disaster Recovery: Case Studies of Networked Collaboration”. Study by Calvert Jones and Sarai
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Mitnick of the School of Information, University of California, Berkeley. In First Monday,
http://www.firstmonday.org/issues/issue11_5/jones/index.html
“Tsunami Blog among 10 Most Popular Humanitarian Sites”. See Hitwise,
http://www.hitwise.com/press-center/hitwiseHS2004/tsunami_010105.html
“Social Tools: Ripples to Waves of the Future”. See Dina Mehta’s blog, Conversations with Dina,
http://radio.weblogs.com/0121664/2005/05/29.html#a630
“How My Life Changed”. See Bala Pitchandi’s blog, Bala’s Ramblings 2.1:
http://balaspot.blogspot.com/2005/12/how-my-life-changed.html
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